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The Jerwood library, which looks onto the river, provides a modern, quiet working space (open 24/7 – not that you’re there 24/7!) Sports pitches and gym (free for college members) at our Wychfield site Music room which students may book Music library College bar and cafe on Central Site Pool, darts and Sky TV in college JCR



MEET THE PORTER



So what do you actually do? Our main tasks are to act as front of house for the college, and to keep an eye on everyone’s safety. Keys, post, pigeon holes and fire-alarms – I’ll write my autobiography and that’s what it’ll be called. How long does it take you to learn everyone’s names? I’m often only just getting to know people’s names when they graduate. Some students though, you remember their names very quickly…



Trinity Hall is one of the less well-known Cambridge colleges, as it gets overshadowed by its larger neighbour, Trinity College. Wander down Trinity Lane however, and you’ll be surprised and delighted to find such a hidden treasure. When you first walk into Trinity Hall as a prospective student, you will be amazed at not only how friendly the porters are, but how lovely the college is, not grand and imposing like some, but with beautiful old buildings and a gorgeous outlook onto the river. Its smaller size allows you to get a feel for the college easily – you will feel at home right away!



What’s the strangest thing you’ve witnessed at Trinity Hall? We once had an elderly fellow who rushed in saying he’d mislaid his gown. I had to lean in and softly tell him, ‘you’re wearing it, sir’. Any advice for new students? Work hard, play hard: these could well be the best three years of your life.



FACTS & FIGURES



Trinity Hall is the fifth oldest college in Cambridge, founded in 1350. All first-year students live on Central Site, in the centre of Cambridge. Trinity Hall boasts the smallest chapel in Cambridge and Oxford. Stephen Hawking, Rachel Weisz, Nicholas Hytner and Tom James all studied here.
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Living in Cambridge Cambridge is a small city, and Trinity Hall is right in the centre. Five minutes back home after a night out, and five minutes to lectures the next morning, bliss…



ACCOMMODATION



Trinity Hall has three main accommodation sites for undergraduates: Year of study First Year Second Year Third Year 



Where you’ll live Central Site Wychfield BBC or Wychfield 



Price range £65-£135 per week £80-£145 per week £85-£125 per week



LIVING AT...



Central Site 30 secs to the bar 5-10 mins to lectures Mini kitchens in every staircase



Wychfield Sports facilities and gym on site Mostly modern rooms and facilities 10 min cycle into town Wide variety of rooms Beautiful gardens
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Cafeteria Trinity Hall has a great cafeteria serving breakfast, lunch and dinner throughout the week, which at £3-5 for a meal is a great deal. Here’s a typical menu: Lunch: Pea Soup Lamb Tagine Lemon & Honey Chicken Supreme Mediterranean Roast Vegetables Tomato & Onion Tart Tatin Dinner: Pea Soup Fried Fillet of Fish BBQ Chicken Vegetable Goulash



Food and Drink
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Formal Hall Formal hall is a candle-lit, 3-course dinner served in the Hall. In true Cambridge style, everyone wears their gown, giving the feeling of being at Hogwarts. At Trinity Hall, formal hall is served twice a week, although most people end up going about once or twice a term – at £10 for a fancy meal, it’s a great way to celebrate birthdays. Generally the food is really good quality and it makes for a very sociable evening, with everyone usually ending up in the college bar afterwards. Typical Meal: (£10 for Trinity Hall student) Salmon Mousse with Smoked Salmon Vegetarian - Smoked Ricotta Terrine with Capers & Raisins Fillet of Pork with Apple Mash, Sautéed Spinach & Roast Shallots Vegetarian - Butternut Squash Risotto with Rocket, Winter Vegetable Crisps White Chocolate Ganache Coffee



Coffee Bar Trinity Hall’s café is a great place to relax and grab a bite to eat or a coffee in college. Cheaper than Starbucks and more sociable, the café is open throughout the week so if you don’t fancy what’s on at hall, or want a cake and a cup of tea to help you through your essay then this is the answer. There is also a space for working if you want a break from working in the library. At night the café turns into our college bar with cheap drinks and a relaxed atmosphere. Prices: Tea £1 Coffee £1.70 Sandwiches/Paninis £2.50-£3.50 Pint £2.80 Vodka mixer £2



Brunch Brunch is served in Hall every Sunday morning instead of lunch, and is a great way to catch-up with people at the weekend. There is a wide selection of food available, from all the components of a Full English to cereal, pastries and Continental breakfast. Everything is mix & match so you can choose exactly what you want, and you can get a full breakfast for about £2.50-£3.
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The Garden Party and the June Event are the two largest and most famous events of the TH Calendar. The beautiful lawn looking out to the river Cam plays host to the relaxed Garden Party. There is jazzy music, a BBQ, strawberries, ice cream and more Pimm’s than you have ever seen at once.



Trinity Hall Entertainments



Trinity Hall is known for being one of the most fun and inclusive colleges around. Each week is full of opportunities to get involved in a wide variety of events. Viva, our college event is a regular night, with themed fancy dress and student DJs. It is a brilliant way to let loose during term time and see all of your friends.



Superhall is another regular, involving a themed three course meal complete with exciting entertainment, such as dancers or performers. A student-only event, these are always boisterous fun. Trinity Hall’s open mic nights are perfect for enjoying the musical talents on offer at no expense, or a fantastic place to show off your skills. Other events include pub quizzes and film nights.



The largest capacity event of its kind in Cambridge, each year the June Event is unforgettable. Every corner of the college is transformed and every kind of entertainment is thrust before your eyes. Difficult to describe the sheer enthrallment, it is like a music festival meets a fun fair with a plethora of food and drink.



Outside college, there are plenty of other options. While Cambridge’s clubbing scene can best be described as cheesy, it offers some great student nights at institutions such as Cindie’s (real name – Ballare. No, we don’t know why it’s called Cindie’s either). If clubbing isn’t your thing, or you fancy something different, there are also plenty of pubs and bars around the city centre, although they tend to be on the pricey side. For a more cultural experience, go and see a play or comedy act at the ADC theatre, where you might spot the next Fry and Laurie…



12 Cambridge is definitely not all about work and one of the best ways to relax is to join one of the many college or university societies. Whether you are interested in music, sport or knitting you should find a club to suit you. If not, the JCR provides funding for students to set up their own societies. From water polo to pool, Trinity Hall has many sports clubs that you can get involved in. It doesn’t matter if you are a complete beginner or have played it for years. Trinity Hall’s sport facilities are a 10 minute cycle away at our Wychfield site. Unlike some colleges, we have our own football, rugby and cricket pitches as well as a tennis, squash and netball court. We also have a gym free for all college members.



13 LIST OF COLLEGE SOCIETIES Amnesty Badminton Basketball Cricket F.D.Maurice (philosophy society) Film Society Football - mens & womens History Hockey Lacrosse Music Society Natural Sciences Society Netball Tennis Titbit (student written paper) Pool Squash Waterpool Zumba



College Societies Rowing is a really popular sport in Cambridge and Trinity Hall has a large (and very pretty) boat club a five minute cycle from college. Don’t worry if you have never picked up an oar before, as lots of people first learn to row at university.



Music is a big part of Trinity Hall life and there are regular student concerts, open mic nights and recitals by visiting musicians. If you are musically inclined, there is a music room that can be used to practice in, as well as the opportunity to play on a harpsichord, organ or Steinway grand piano. There are also several bands and choirs, including the more formal Chapel Choir.
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12:30pm - Lunchtime. I usually eat lunch in Hall on Central Site if I have something on in the afternoon; it’s more convenient than cycling up the hill back to Wychfield. Plus, I’d miss the jacket potatoes.



A Day in the Life of.... a surreal experience to be lectured by the person who wrote the textbooks that line the shelves of the Jerwood library.



1:30-5pm - Play rehearsal, then a



Chinese class. Arts students do most of their work in their own time rather than in scheduled sessions, which gives us the flexibility to do clubs and other activities in the afternoons and evenings.



11am-5pm - Most days I have



practicals in the lab which involve things like extracting caffeine from tea or stimulating muscles in a frog’s leg. If I don’t have a practical I’m likely to have a supervision which is a great opportunity to ask an academic any questions I have about the course.



A SCIENTIST 6:30am - Doing rowing means very



early starts. The second alarm clock on the other side of my room rings, finally forcing me to peel myself out of bed. I grab something to eat, and then cycle furiously to the boathouse, ready to cox a rowing outing. Being able to boss around a crew of rowers reminds me why I get up so early!



9am-1pm - Six mornings a week I have 2 hrs of lectures. Some are more entertaining than others; watching Rice Crispies burning in liquid oxygen has been one of the highlights so far. It’s



6pm- Dinnertime! Dinner is a great opportunity to chat to people that you haven’t seen in ages.



7-10pm - This time is spent in the gorgeous library completing supervision work, usually an essay or a few questions.



10pm-1am - After work is done for the



night, we tend to gather in someone’s room for tea if we’re feeling tired or we head out to enjoy Cambridge’s nightlife (we love Cindie’s!). The night usually ends in the JCR with a game of pool and then finally some much needed sleep!



6pm - Home for dinner. My friends and



AN ARTS STUDENT 8am - Wake up. Remember that I’m not a science student and go back to sleep.



9:15am - Get up properly. OK, I’ll ad-



mit it, the stereotype of all arts students getting to lie in until mid-afternoon is sadly a myth, but nothing beats the occasional snooze.



10 - 12am - Lectures.



I have a cooking rota and tend to eat together, so dinnertime is a really nice chance to chat and try to impress each other with our culinary skills. Tonight I’m feeling experimental and making an egg and aubergine curry, which the others describe as ‘interesting’.



7-10:30pm - Essay reading and note-taking. Everyone has their own preferred time when they work best: mine tends to be late evening as I can’t really get my brain into gear before lunchtime.



10:30pm - 2am - Relaxation. On days when we’re not going out, this can involve catching up on TV, losing to my housemates at Wii, or watching a film together.



A MEDIC
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2-4pm - Secure a spot in the Jerwood



library overlooking the Cam, along which a multitude of tourists and students are punting – daydream central. Turn my attention to Law. Try to get my head around the more complex ideas in advance of my supervision.



8am – Alarm goes off. Then comes the



difficult decision of whether to get up or press the snooze button. Who am I kidding I always press snooze.



9am-12pm – Lectures. The main subjects in first year are anatomy, physiology and biochemistry. The lecture theatres are all pretty much walking distance from Central Site.



4-6pm - Meet a couple of lawyers in



the Porters’ Lodge and walk to another college for our supervision, panicking that we will all embarrass ourselves due to distinct lack of genius. Come out having had the complex things clarified. Return to library to do some reading.



1pm – Lunchtime. Having lunch in Hall



is so convenient. It’s easy to grab some food and catch up with friends. And on Fridays they serve fish and chips. What more could you want?



6pm - Go to Hall for dinner with friends.



2-4pm – Dissection. It’s definitely



strange at first, but it was also strange how quickly we got used to it. It’s such a privilege to be able to carry out full body dissection and it’s a really amazing way to learn anatomy. On other days the afternoon is free, or we have other practicals.



A LAW STUDENT If you’re lucky, you may even put them off their food which means more for you!



7-11pm



great way to go over what you’ve learnt in lectures and put everything together. Each supervisor is different and has their own way of doing things, but they are all very helpful.



– Work/Chill out. The evening usually is free to do whatever. Depending on how much work I need to do, I might go to the library, or head to the JCR (our common room) and get beaten at pool, or go out and teach people how to dougie. I can’t dance, that’s literally my one move.



6pm – Dinner. This is a perfect



12am – Bedtime. Or I may be out



5-6pm – Supervision. These are a



opportunity to talk about dissection to historians.



busting my one move at a club.



8am - Wake up. Check my pigeon hole in the Porters’ Lodge- pizza vouchers and an invitation to a free dinner hosted by a Magic Circle firm later that week (perks of being a lawyer).



9am-1pm - Short walk to the Law faculty with fellow lawyers. Grab a coffee in between lectures to counter sleepiness.



1pm - Return to college via Sains-



bury’s. Bump into half the college inside. Go to the JCR café with friends for sandwiches and world’s-tastiest-cookies.



Rush off afterwards to ADC theatre for opening night of the play for which we have been rehearsing for 2/3 weeks.



7.30 - 10pm - Full audience! Show



goes really well and gets lots of laughsand not just due to an unforeseen mishap. Have a drink in the ADC bar with fellow cast members and friends who came to see the play.



10pm-2am - Go back to college and get ready for a night out. Pre drinks then head to club. Chips on the way home because we can’t resist. Sleep.
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College Welfare Student welfare is an important issue, and at Trinity Hall there are lots of people here to support you. The JCR has a Male and Female Welfare Officer, and every student is given a Tutor who provides pastoral support. The JCR Welfare Officers host a welfare tea each week in the Welfare room, where anyone is welcome to relax and scoff their faces with free tea and cakes. On the more serious side of things their most important role is to listen to anyone who may be unsure, struggling



or having a serious problem with any aspect of life. They are supported by the Welfare Team, comprising of: Black and Ethnic Minority Officer, Women’s Officer, Special Considerations Officer, LBGT+ Officer and International Officer. The team have extensive training regarding sexual & mental health and disabilities so that they’re well prepared to answer any questions. The JCR also provide sexual health essentials such as condoms, pregnancy tests, lube and rape alarms for free. In addition, students are able to talk to their tutor about any issues they have,



and will have a tutorial meeting at least once a term. The tutors are part of an extensive support system headed by the Senior Tutor. There are also a range of university-wide services such as counselling on offer to all students.



Finances & Bursaries One of the most widespread rumours about Cambridge is that it’s an expensive university to attend. Not only is this untrue, but the university, and Trinity Hall in particular, can help to keep an education here one of the cheapest in the country.



As a Cambridge student, you are eligible for all the standard government loans and grants, but there are also a series of funds within Cambridge. The Cambridge Bursary supports those from low-income background and can offer maintenance support to match government grants, while the Access to Learning fund can contribute to tuition fee costs. At a college level, Trinity Hall offers a broad range of specific funds towards an enriched university experience: you can get money towards sports costs, travel grants for field trips or dissertation research or support with rent if the available accommodation is out of your budget. For students in particular hardship, the Benn Bursary is a Trinity Hall-specific fund to which students with extenuating circumstances can apply to. There are also emergency funds for unexpected costs, such as illness or bereavement requiring unexpected travel. While Cambridge itself is an expensive city, living here as a student isn’t. Trinity Hall offers a really broad range of rent prices, and with virtually zero transport costs, subsidized housing and meals, and cheap drinks deals at most venues (obviously the most important of your outgoings...!), studying here definitely makes financial sense.
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Applying to Cambridge The Application Procedure The application process for Cambridge can seem confusing at first sight; however, it only consists of four steps which are common to all colleges. 1. UCAS Application Everyone who applies to Cambridge does so as one of their five ordinary UCAS choices. The only differences are that you will need to make a choice of college, and the deadline for submitting this form is earlier (usually mid-October) than for non-Cambridge applications. 2.Supplementary Access



Questionnaire



After submitting their UCAS application, candidates will be asked to fill out this online form. Occasionally applicants get concerned that this is an additional test, but don’t worry! It’s just a way for the university to gather more information to help assess your application. TOP TIP: you will be asked to submit a photo of yourself as part



of your SAQ. Try to make it a nice one, as it will go on your uni card and you don’t want to be stuck displaying the same bad-hair-day every day for the next three years… 3. Submitted Work Many arts subjects at Trinity Hall will ask you to send in some essays before you are interviewed. The most important thing to remember is that you don’t have to produce anything new. The college wants an example of your normal school work, usually as a springboard for discussion at interview. 4. Interview For many people this is the most daunting part of the application process, but there’s no real need to stress. Interviews take place in early December, and they usually consist of two sessions of 15-30 minutes each, in which you will talk about your subject with one or more academics. Most interviews include some discussion based on your personal statement or submitted work, but you will probably



find that you get asked questions on topics you’ve never studied before: don’t panic, interviews aren’t about testing your knowledge, they’re about your ability to think flexibly and apply your skills to new concepts.



Winter Pool



Some people may be asked to return to Cambridge in January for interviews at another college. This pool system means that whichever college you apply to, you have the same chance of getting in, with strong candidates at oversubscribed colleges being pooled to colleges with spaces available.



What is a Real Interview Like?



Everyone finds interviews a scary prospect. But, despite what you may have heard, they really will not be as bad as you imagine. For veterinary medicine, I had two interviews; both half an hour each. In the first I was asked about my work experience and interests that I’d mentioned in my personal statement, as well as some physics and biology questions.



In the next, we mainly talked about chemistry and I was asked to draw some simple graphs and reactions. Don’t worry if you haven’t got a clue what the answer is – it’s fine if you have to be told the answer. The most important thing is to try and relax and be enthusiastic about your subject.



This Alternative Prospectus was made with the help of these people: Editors Alissa Lamb, Megan McPherson Photographer Sandy Rushton Contributors Charlotte Attwood, Evie Smyth, Joel Daramola, Tamsin Ireland, Davina Moss, Anna Dobson, Louis Morris, Alissa Lamb, Megan McPherson, Daisy Harrison & Dan Jones, Georgia Ware & Nick Harvey Designed by The Dbloq - www.thedbloq.co.uk
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